
   

 

 

 

Legendex Unveils Australia's Toughest Y62 Cat Back Exhaust System 

Legendex, a trailblazer in performance automotive solutions, is thrilled to introduce the Legendex 

3.5" Stainless Off-Road Exhaust System, setting new standards for durability, power, and off-road 

prowess. 

Unmatched Durability with a 10-Year Off-Road Warranty 

Legendex takes off-road performance to a new level with a remarkable 10-year off-road warranty. 

This unrivalled warranty is a testament to the exhaust system's robust build and our commitment to 

quality. 

Crafted with Precision - 409 & 304 Stainless Steel Construction 

The Legendex Stainless Off-Road Exhaust System is meticulously engineered with a combination of 

409 and 304 Stainless Steel. The front twin section, crafted from 409 Stainless Steel, excels in high-

temperature environments, ensuring durability and minimising the risk of cracking due to high 

operating temperatures.  

The tailpipe section, constructed from 304-grade stainless Steel, offers superior corrosion resistance, 

making it ideal for challenging conditions like boat ramps. 

Experience the Legendex Difference 

Unleash the Legendex Stainless Off-Road Exhaust System and experience a commanding presence on 

and off the road. Redefine your driving experience with unmatched power, performance, and 

reliability. 

Product Specifications 

• CAT BACK EXHAUST: Easily bolts to the rear of the factory catalytic converter. 

• WARRANTY: 10-year off-road warranty. 

• PIPE SIZE/MATERIAL: Crafted from twin 3" 409 stainless steel into a single 3.5" 304 stainless 

steel tailpipe. 

• MUFFLER: Features a polished 304-grade stainless steel muffler with a Y-Pipe high-flow 

internal design, stainless wool, and fibreglass packing. 

• SYSTEM FLANGES: Equipped with 10mm steel plate flanges. 

• MOUNT POINTS: Utilizes all factory mount points for secure installation. 

• HANGERS: Heavy-duty hangers and brackets, all collar-mounted to the tube. 

• SYSTEM COATING: Enhanced protection with an 800-degree thermal paint coating, reducing 

external heat transfer. 

  



   

 

 

 

 

 

Experience the Grunt and Rumble: 

The Legendex 3" Stainless Off-Road Exhaust System unleashes legendary power gains and fuel 

efficiency and delivers a distinctive and deep sound. With its low and masculine rumble, your vehicle 

commands attention wherever you go. It's the symphony of power that announces your presence on 

and off the road, setting you apart as a true Legendex enthusiast.  

Get ready to turn heads and evoke envy with the unmistakable grunt and rumble of a Legendex 

exhaust system – it's more than an upgrade; it's a statement of power and performance. 

Barney-GM Legendex says, “Our exhaust system's fusion of 409 and 304 Stainless Steel construction 

exemplifies our meticulous engineering, ensuring your vehicle performs optimally even in the 

harshest conditions.”  

From conquering challenging terrains to enhancing towing capabilities, Legendex empowers you to 

push the boundaries of what's possible. 

Summary (TLDR): 

Unrivalled Durability: Backed by a 10-year off-road warranty, our exhaust system is built to withstand 

the toughest adventures. 

Precision Engineering: Our dual material construction ensures heat resistance and corrosion 

protection where needed most. 

Grunt and Rumble:  

Power and Efficiency: Experience legendary power gains with the Legendex Optimizer Remap, 

improved fuel economy, and more accessible, safer towing. 

Quality Assurance: Legendex maintains all factory mount points, ensuring a secure and hassle-free 

installation. 

For orders and further information, please email trade@legendex.com.au 
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